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Multi-line system improves productivity by allowing ease on communication between 
agents and customers. It is designed to permit multiple calls (up to 4 lines) on one 
extension at the same time. These lines can either be internal or external. External 
lines let you comminicate with your customers while internal lines allow you to 
communicate with your employees and colleagues. 

This gives you a visual indication of which phone line is/are free, active, or receiving a 
ring signal. 

Shows you the caller number, name (if registered in the system), call style, duration, 
and location. 

When you can’t get everyone together face to face, getting them on the same phone 
call at the same time is the next best thing. Call conferencing gives you the opportunity 
to talk to more than one recepient remotely thus it’s cost saving for having less travel 
time and expenses for all parties. It can also be done at anytime anywhere. 

Video call gives you the benefit of face-to-face conversation without having both parties 
being together physically. This is the practical option for any business that prioritizes 
cost effectiveness and communication. 



Easiy determine the strengths and weaknesses of your customer service by listening 
to calls. With Deskmate’s call recording feature, analyze your employees’ handling 
skills, gain insights about your customers, train employes, and improve sales strategy. 
It can also be used as an aid to dispute resolution. 

When a call is put on hold, the other line is presented with hold music which can be 
customized if available on your system.

Increase mobility without reducing communication with call forwarding.Because you 
can port calls directly to your celphone, travel or simply step out of the office without 
missing an important call. You can also forward calls to available employees when 
you’re unavailable to receive them. 

Place an existing call to another phone number or extension. Both blind and attended 
call transfer is available on Deskmate. 

Keep track of all your call records’ key information such as the total number of calls 
made and received, unanswered calls, caller number, date and time, and duration 
of the call. 



Communicate with people anywhere in the world in real time and deliver messages 
in a matter of seconds. Unlike email, chat has an immediate back and forth 
exchange of messages between users. Also, with its file sharing capability, it is 
easy to  send/attach file and photo ito another user. 

Setup absent message when you’re unavailable to receive calls.
 

Be notified of an incoming call while you’re already on the line. This feature allows 
you to put the active call on hold to answer the second call. In this case, you won’t 
be missing any calls, and your customers will feel valued by talking to a real 
person and not a voicemail. 

Dual-tone multi-frequency (DTMF) is used for telecommunication signaling 
between telephone handsets and switching centers in voice-frequency bands.

Break Modes provide the ability for extensions to be placed into a ‘Not Ready’ 
(Manual Wrap-Up) state making the extension unavailable for group calls. Break 
Modes are used to enable extension users, supervisors and managers to control  
availability in order to perform different tasks such as form filling and other after 
call tasks, manage telephone absence and keep co-workers informed of user 
status and presence.
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